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ABSTRACT
Various vacuum jacketed cryogenic supply lines at the Shuttle
launch site use convoluted flexible expansion joints. The
atmosphere at the launch site has a very high salt content,
and during a launch, fuel combustion products include ....
hydrochloric acid. This extremely corrosive environment has
caused pitting corrosion failure in the flex hoses, which
were made out of 304L stainless steel. A search was done to
find a more corrosion resistant replacement material. This
study focused on 19 metal alloys. Tests which were performed
include electrochemical corrosion testing, accelerated
corrosion testing in a salt fog Chamber, long term_exposure
at the beach corrosion testing site, and pitting corrosion
tests in ferric chloride solution. Based on the results of
these tests, the most corrosion resistant alloys were found
to be, in order, Hastelloy C-22, Inconel 625, Hastelloy C-
276, Hastelloy C-4, and Inco Alloy G-3. Of these top five
alloys, the Hastelloy C-22 stands out as being the best of
the alloys tested, for this application.
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11.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Flexible hoses are used in various supply lines
that service the Orbiter at the launch pad. These
convoluted flexible hoses were originally made out
of 304L stainless steel. The extremely corrosive
environment of the launch site has caused pitting
corrosion in many of these flex hose lines. In the
case of vacuum jacketed cryogenic lines, pinhole
leaks caused by failure of the flex hose by pitting
produces a loss of vacuum and subsequent loss of
insulation.
1.2 The atmosphere at the launch site has a very high
chloride content caused by the proximity of the
Atlantic Ocean. During a launch, the products from
the fuel combustion reaction include concentrated
hydrochloric acid. This combination of chloride
and acid leads to a very corrosive environment.
This type of environment causes severe pitting in
some of the common stainless steel alloys.
1.3 A request was made by K. Buehler, DM-MED-43, to
find an alternative material for the flex hoses, to
reduce the problems associated with pitting
corrosion. An experimental study was carried out
on 19 candidate alloys, including 304L stainless
steel for comparison. These alloys were chosen on
the basis of their reported resistance to chloride
environments.
1.4 Data is available in the literature on the
corrosion resistance of several of the alloys being
considered in this study. The data generally is
for seawater (1-3), chloride solutions (3-13), or
acids (8,10,12,14,15) individually. Some
information is available on combinations of these
(8,10,Ii,13,16), but experimental results were not
found for all of the alloys under the specific
conditions of the environment of interest -- NaCI
combined with HCl.
1.5 Tests to determine which of the candidate
alloys have the best corrosion resistance include
electrochemical corrosion testing, accelerated
corrosion testing in a salt fog chamber, long term
exposure at the beach corrosion testing site, and
pitting corrosion tests in ferric chloride
solution. This report summarizes the results of
these tests for all 19 of the candidate alloys.
2®
1.6 For the most corrosion resistant alloys, mechanical
tests were also performed tO determ{ne:the _oys'
resistance to cyclic fatigue cracking. Details of
these mechanical tests may be found in reports MTB-
688-87, MTB-028-88, MTB-090"88. _......
2.0 MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT
2.1 CANDIDATE ALLQYS
2.1.1 Nineteen alloys were chosen for testing as
possible replacement material for the 304L
stainless steel flex hoses. Two of the
alloys -- 316L stainless steel and Monel 400
--were suggested by personnel from DM-MED-
43. An additional sixteen alloys were
suggested by DM-MSL-2, and 304L stainless
steel was also included for comparison
purposes. The 19 candidate alloys and their
nominal compositions are shown in Table 1.
These alloys were chosen for consideration
based on their reported resistance to
corrosion.
Cg#_)I_TE#//_YS _ IHEIR
NONIN_LCON:'OSITION5(WT_}
ALLOY Ni Fe Cr No _ Cot Cu Ct Si• pt St 0%hm-
C-4 hl. 3.0 18 17 1.0
C-_ _l. 3.0 _ 13 0.5
HA_rELLOYC-a76 _I. 7,0 17 17 1.0
H_SIqKLOYJ-_ hl, 2.0 1 m 1.0
Ik_O_ 600 kl. L 0 16 1.0
INCONIR._ _1. _.0 _3 10 0.5
1_ _ kl. tF.O _1 3 1.0
I[_ 6-3 l_l. 20. 0 _ 7 I. 0
4OO lkl. 2.5 P-O
IIIK_OWIUW
S _ 10 kl. 19 2.0
9S _044..N 10 _1. 19 _..0
95 31_ IE kl. 17 2.5 _..0
S 2171. 13 n'l. 19 3.5 P-O
9$ 9044. _ _l. 21 4.5 2.0
20 Cb-3 35 kl. 20 $.5 2.0
7No * N 4 Dill. _ _ EO
[] _ 5 hl. _ 3 2.0
b'IS_I_ALI_ _ 5 _1. _ 3 1.5
Yalws me m_.
2.0 0.01 0.0e 0._ 0.0l
2.5 0.0! 0.08 0._ 0.0l
2.5 0.01 O.Oe 0.0_ 0.01
1.0 0.01 0.1 0.02 0.01
0.5 0.15 0.5 0.01
1.0 0. lO 0.5 0.01 0.01
2.5 0.(_ 0.5 0.03
5.0 2.0 0._ 1.0 0.04 0.03
31 0.30 0.5 0._
0.03 1.0
0.03 1.0 0.04 0.03
0.03 I.O 0.04 0.03
0.03 1.0
].5 0.0_ 1.0 0.04 0.03
3,S 0.07 1.0
O,03 0.6 O.O3 0.01
0.02 1.0 0.03 0._
2.0 0.04 1.0 0.04 0.03
Ti 0.7
VO.3, W3
VO._ W4.5
Cbb. l
Cb 0.5, W 1.5
N 0.13
NO._
NO. 14
N O.17
a3
2.1.2 In addition to corrosion resistance,
mechanical properties are also important to
consider when selectinE a new material.
Some physical and mechanical properties for
the candidate alloys are listed in Table 2.
PI_PJII_L _IO ECHmlCIIL _IB
Density Teesile Yield IIod.l_ of I_rdens Impact 9t_qth C_eff. of Therul
(giLa]) 9t_Jth(ksi) 9t_leqith(ksi) Eluticity(psi) It-3L_F(ft lb) Expm_ion(irdinF)
C"4 II._i !11 t0 31E_6 gO Rb 270 6. 0E-'06
116TELOY C-_ a.6g 116 _19 _E'_t. 93 Ib _0 6._E-._
C-_/i LIB 115 _' i114.06 gO l/ x.1 6. l:l:-_
HI61ELOY I-_ 9.2 139 76 31E'_6 E Ib _ ".-6E-_6
IICIIJEI. 600 L43 90 37 )0E,06 M lib 61 7._-¢6
INCIR_ 625 L44 16_0 60 30E'_6 "/9 lib _ 7. LE-'06
!_5 ILl4 112 64 30E_6 BO lib 67 7.E-'06
INCO 6-3 & 31 90 35 _E_6 _ Rb _ & 1E'-06
_ _!_ .'/'7 37 w,r +0_ _ lib _00 7. _E,..OG
ZIRCONIUN7_ 6._ _ 16 lIE'S6 "/7 14B • 2.9E-06
9S 3044. IL_ 79 33 _E._6 70 lib 71 9.R:"06
S 304LN S.(_ _J 33 _lE_6 70 lib e 9.x-06
-_ 316L ILO_ 81 34 _E_ 7'5 I_ 51 _.;w-06
3r/L 8.02 15 _ _E_ BOlib e IL _-_S
96 90kl. !1.00 71 31 _E_6 M lib • IL5E-._
"/No* N 7.'/'_ ll0 Ill _*¢6 99 Ib 0 6._-06
B 120S 7.80 lO0 70 _E_6 30 _ 0 7.';-0_
FEIWKIUN _ 7. _ 130 100 31E+06 IS k 0 6. 6E-06
• _ mt 8_ldde •
2.2 ELECTROCHEMICAL
2.2.1 A Model 351-2 Corrosion Measurement System,
manufactured by EG&G Princeton Applied
Research, was used for all electrochemical
measurements.
2.2.2 Specimens were flat coupons 1.59 cm (5/8")
in diameter. The specimen holder is
designed such that the exposed metal surface
area is 1 cm 2.
2.2.3 The electrochemical cell included a
saturated calomel reference electrode (SCE),
2 graphite rod counter electrodes, the metal
specimen workinE electrode, and a
bubbler/vent tube. The electrolyte was an
aerated solution of HC1 plus 3.55wt_ NaC1.
The concentration of HCl w&s 0.1N for the
first round of testing and was increased to
l4
2.3
1.0N for a second round of tests on the more
resistant alloys. The solutions were made
using deionized water.
SALT FOG CHAMBeR/ACID DIP
2.3.1 An Atlas Corrosive Fog Exposure System Model
SF-2000, manufactured by Atlas Electric
Devices Company, was used for accelerated
exposure. The solution for salt fog
exposure was a standard 5% sodium chloride
mixture prepared as needed. The dipping
solution was a 1.0N (about 9 vol%)
hydrochloric acid/alumina (A1203) mixture.
The particle size of the alumina was 0.3
micron. The solution was thoroughly stirred
prior to dipping due to the settling of the
alumina powder.
2.3.2 Flat specimens exposed to these solutions
were i" x 2" samples of the identified
alloys and were approximately 1/8" thick.
One set of samples were base metals with an
autogenous weld on one end as identified in
Table 3. Another set of specimens were the
candidate alloys welded to 304L stainless
steel for galvanic studies and are
identified in Table 4. All flat specimens
had a 3/8" hole drilled in the center for
mounting purposes. Stress corrosion
cracking specimens were standard U-bend
samples prepared with a weld in the center
of the bend, using the same materials as
given in Table 3. The specimens were
obtained commercially from Metal Samples
Company, RT. I, Box 152, Munford, AL.
©
TABLE 3 AUTOGENOU cz WELD SAHPLEG
BASE ALLOY FZLX_R BASE ALLOY FZI..].JR
HASTELLDY C-4 C-4 SS 304L Lq 308L
HASTF, J._,OY C-22 C-22 _ 304LN ER 306L
BASTEL.LOY C-27G C-2"7G BS 316L FJ_ 3_GL
HASTELI..OY B-2 B-2 BS 317L ER 317
ZNCONEL 600 ERN_CT-3 SS cJO4L cjo4L
ZNCONEL G25 _ltN_C_No-3 20 Cb-3 ER 320
ZNCONEL 825 ERN_FeCr-I 7Ho _ N E_312Ho
ZNCO G-3 Hmm%elloy G3 LS 2205 ER22. B. 3L
NONEL 400 E]ItNSCo-7 FERRALZUH 255 F 255
ZZBCONXUH 702 E._._2
5TABLE • SAMPLES WELDED TO 304L
STAINLESS STEEL
BASE AllOY FILLER BASE ALLOY FILLER
MASTELLOY C-4 ERNICrHo-7 SS 304LN ER 30BL
HASTELLOY C-22 ERNtCrNo-lO LS 31&L ER 316L
HASTELLOY C-276 ERNiCrNo-4 SS 327L ER 317
HASTELLOY B-2 ERNiNo-7 SS 904L ER 904L
ZHCONEL 600 ERHICr-3 20 Cb-3 ER 320
ZHCOHEL 62fl ERNiCr-3 7Mo * N ER312Mo
INCONEL 825 ERNiCr-3 ES 2205 ER22. S.3L
INCO G-3 Hamtelloy G3 FERRALIUN 255 F 255
HONEL 400 ERNACr-3
NOTEs I% III not pommlble to obtain • JnUple Of
Zirconium 702 velded %o 304L mtminlemm mteel
2.4 BEACH EXpOSURE/ACID SPRAY
2.4.1 All exposure was carried out at the KSC
Beach Corrosion Test Site which is about 100
feet from the high tide line. The site is
located on the Atlantic Ocean approximately
1 mile south of Launch Complex 39A at
Kennedy Space Center, Florida.
2.4.2 The acid solution used in the spray
operation was 10% hydrochloric acld by
volume (about 1.ON) mixed with the 0.3
micron alumina powder to form a slurry. The
specimens used in this testing were
duplicate specimens as described in the salt
fog/acid dip tests.
2.5 FERRIC CHSORIDE IMMERSION
2.5.1 Large glass beakers (600 - i000 ml) were
used to hold the test solution. Specimens
were suspended in the solution by a glass
cradle. Specimens were 1" x 2" flat samples
as described in the salt fog/acid dip tests.
6©
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3.0 TEST PROCEDURES
3.1 ELECTROCHEMICAL
3.1.1
3.1.2
The test specimens were polished with 600-
grit paper, ultrasonically degreased in a
detergent solution, dried, and weighed
before immersion in the electrolyte.
The electrolyte solution was aerated for at
least 45 minutes before immersion of a test
specimen. Aeration continued throughout the
test.
3.1.3 Electrochemical tests performed include
determining corrosion potential,
polarization resistance, and cyclic
polarization. The polarization resistance
test procedure was based on ASTM G59 (17).
The cyclic polarization procedure was based
on ASTM G61 (18). All three electrochemical
tests can be run in sequence on a single
specimen.
3.1.4
3.1.5
The corrosion potential (Ecorr) was
monitored for 3600 seconds, after which time
the potential had usually stabilized.
For the polarization resistance test, the
potential was varied from -20mV to +20mV
relative to the measured corrosion
potential, while the resulting current was
recorded. The scan rate was 0.1 mV/sec. A
linear graph of E vs I was made, and the
resulting slope (at I=O) plus the Tafel
constants were used to calculate the
corrosion rate in mpy. Tafel constants were
found from the cyclic polarization data.
3.1.6 The cyclic polarization scan started at
-250mV relative to Ecorr. The scan rate was
0.166 mV/sec, and the scan was reversed when
the current density reached 5 mA/cm 2 . The
reverse potential scan continued until the
potential returned to the starting point of
-250mY relative to Ecorr. A graph was then
made of E vs logI.
3.1.7 It was assumed that since the polarization
resistance scan covers a very small
73.1.8
potential range, it should not affect the
specimen surface prior to the cyclic
polarization. Experiments were run with and
without the polarization resistance test,
and the results support this assumption.
Specimens were inspected visually and
photographed after each cyclic polarization
test. Samples were also weighed before and
after the tests to determine overall weight
loss.
3.2 SAlT FOG CHAMBER/ACID DIP
3.2.1 Prior to mounting, the new corrosion
specimens were visually checked and weighed
to the nearest 0.1 milligram on a properly
calibrated Mettler AEI60 electronic balance.
The specimens were then mounted on insulated
rods and set in the salt fog chamber at
about 15-20 degrees off the vertical.
3.2.2 The specimens were exposed to one week (168
hours) of salt fog per ASTM BII7 (19). The
temperature of the chamber was controlled at
95oF (35oC) ± 2OF. After the one week
exposure, the specimens were removed and
dipped in the hydrochloric acid/alumina
mixture to simulate the booster effluent
created during launch of the Space Shuttle.
After one minute of immersion, the specimens
were allowed to drain and dry overnight.
Following this dipping procedure, the
samples were installed in the salt fog
chamber for the next one week cycle.
3.2.3 After a four week/four dip period, the
specimens were removed from the mounting rod
and inspected. The inspection procedure
included cleaning, weighing, and visual
characterization of the corrosion taking
place. The corroded specimens were first
cleaned using a nonabrasive pad and soapy
water to remove heavy deposits of alumina.
This was followed by chemical cleaning per
ASTM G1 (20) to remove tightly adhering
corrosion products. After cleaning, the
specimens were allowed to dry overnight
[8
before weighing. The specimens were weighed
to the neares£ 0.i-milligram_on _ the Mettler
electronic balance. The coupons were
visually inspected with the naked ey9 and
under 40x magniflcation, AIi 65s6rvations
were recorded in terms of appearance, sheen,
pit severity/density, and stress cracking
phenomena. After the inspection, the
specimens were remounted and returned to the
chamber for the next four week/four dip
cycle of testing.
®
3.3 BEACH EXPOSURE/ACID SPRAY
3.3.1 The beach exposure test procedure was based
on ASTM GS0 (21), with the addition of an
acid spray. The new duplicate specimens were
first visually inspected and weighed to the
nearest 0.i milligram as was stated before.
The coupons were mounted on short insulated
rods that were attached to a plexiglas
sheet. The orientation of the specimens was
face side up and boldly exposed to the
environment to receive the full extent of
sun, rain, and sea spray. The U-bend
specimens were mounted on 36" long insulated
rods and secured with nylon tie wraps. Both
the plexiglas sheet and the insulated rods
were mounted on test stands at the beach
corrosion test site using nylon tie wraps.
The specimens were mounted facing east
towards the ocean at a 45 degree angle.
3.3.2 Approximately every two weeks, the specimens
received an acid spray with the solution
described. The acid spray thoroughly wet
the entire surface and was allowed to remain
on the surface of the specimens until it
dried or was rinsed off by rain.
3.3.3 After the first exposure period of 60 days,
the specimens were brought to the laboratory
for inspection. The inspection procedure
was the same as that for the salt fog
testing. The samples were remounted and
returned to the beach site for continued
exposure testing.
3.4 FERRIC CHLORIDE IMMERSION
3.4.1 The ferric chloride immersion test procedure
was based on ASTM G48, Method A (22). The
test solution was made by dissolving 100
grams of reagent grade ferric chloride
(FeCIs.6H20) in 900 ml of distilled water.
The solution was then filtered to remove
insoluble particles and allowed to cool to
room temperature.
3.4.2 Samples were measured to calculate exposed
surface area, cleaned, rinsed, and weighed
before immersion in the test solution. Each
sample was placed in a glass cradle and
lowered into the test solution. The beaker
was covered with a watch glass and left for
72 hours.
3.4.3 After 72 hours, the samples were removed and
rinsed with water. Corrosion products were
removed, and the samples were then dipped in
acetone or alcohol and allowed to air dry.
Each specimen was weighed and examined
visually for signs of pitting and weld
decay. Specimens were also examined at low
magnification and photographed.
3.4.4 Some of the samples that showed no sign of
corrosion were put back into the test
solution. These samples were periodically
inspected and re-immersed for a total
exposure time of 912 hours.
4.0 TEST RESUSTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 ELECTROCHEMICAL
4.1.1 The electrochemical tests were run first
with 3.55 wt_ NaCl + 0.1N HCI, measuring
only corrosion potential and cyclic
polarization data. These tests were
repeated, with the insertion of the
polarization resistance experiment. There
was very good agreement between the two sets
of experiments, indicating good
reproducibility and a negligible effect of
the polarization resistance test on the
I0
_i_, ,
4.1.2
-1i-
-12fl-
-1,4,8-
-18,1-
-IBEI-
=w.-'JEEI -
• -22B'
-24B -
-2BB-
-2BE -
-31111 -
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cyclic polarization results. A general
discussion of the results of the three
electrochemical tests will now be _iven,
followed by an explanation of the results
for each of the 19 individual alloys.
Corrosion potential (Ecorr) gives an
indication of how noble an alloy is in a
given environment. Generally, a less
negative corrosion potential means that the
alloy can be expected to be more resistant
to corrosion, in that particular
electrolyte, compared to an alloy with a
more negative corrosion potential. Thus,
alloys can be ranked according to resistance
to general corrosion, based on corrosion
potential. Figure 1 shows the corrosion
potential vs time data for a stable
material. Some materials displayed very
unstable corrosion potentials, such as shown
in Figure 2. Table 5 shows the results for
the 19 alloys tested, in order of increasing
activity. The potentials are all with
respect to the SCE reference and were
recorded after 1 hour.
511B 1 ilBI! 151111 2EBB _ _
M
c
Figure 1 Stable Corrosion Potential
ES 2205 in Aerated 3.55% NaCI - 0.1N HCI
Corrosion Potential (mV) vs Time (seconds)
®
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Figure 2 Unstable Corrosion Potential
304LN in Aerated 3.55% HaC1 - 0.1H HC1
Corrosion Potential (mV) vs Time (seconds)
TABLE 5 CORROSZON POTENTIAL
ELECTROLYTE: 3.55g NACL - 0.16 HCL
lllilallllllllllllllllll!
HATSRZAL _corr
MARS VOLTS
ZNCONEL 625 -0.054
ZNCONEL 625 -0.060
7Ho * R -0.060
HASTELLOY C-22 -0.068
ES 2205 -0,072
HASTELLDY C-276 -O.08fl
7No * S -0.085
SS 904L -0. 085
HASTEJ.]..OY C-22 -0. 086
ES 2205 -0. 095
ZNCO 0-3 -0.098
FSRRALIUR 255 -0.102
ZNCO G-3 -0.102
HASTSLLOY C-4 -0.105
HASTELLOY C-4 -0.106
ZNCONZL 825 -0.108
SS 317L -0.108
SS 904L -O. IIG
INCOMSL 825 -0.121
SS 317L -0.123
SS 317L -0.132
mmmmmmmmmmmmmimmmmmmmmmmm
RAT_ZAL Scott
SAHE VOLTS
m_mmmm_m_me_wwm_mm_mmm
HASTELLOY C-2")'6 -0.133
FERRALZUH 255 -0.139
20 Oh-3 -0.140
20 Cb-3 -0.150
SS 31GL -0.154
HASTrIJ..LOY B-2 -0.159
HASTFJ..LOY B-2 -0.180
HONEL 400 -0.172
HONEL 400 -0.174
NONEL 400 -0.178
SS 31GL -0.187
INCON£L GO0 -0.272
ZNCONSL GOO -0.273
2IRCONZUH 702 -0.319
ZZRCO_ZUH 702 -0.319
_L_ 304L -0.403
SS 304L -0.405
S$ 304L -0.410
SS 3041JI -0.410
SS 304LN -0.412
KS 304L -0.410
12
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4.1.3 Polarization resistance is used to calculate
the uniform corrosion rate when the
potential is close to the corrosion
potential. Results of a typical
polarization resistance run are shown in
Figure 3.
Figure 3 Polarization Resistance Graph
Hastelloy C-4 in Aerated 3.55% NaCl - 0.1N HCI
Potential (mV) vs Current Density (nA/cm 2 )
According to the Stearn-Geary theory (23), a
graph of E vs I should be linear over a
current and potential range very close to
I=0 (i.e., close to Ecorr). The slope of
this line is Rp in ohms. Corrosion current
and uniform corrosion rate are then
calculated as follows
Icorr =
106 Ba Bc
2.3 Rp (Ba+Bc)
®
Corrosion Rate =
0.13 Icorr (E.W.)
d
ORIGINAL PPGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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4.1.4
where Ba and Bc are the Tafel constants in
V/decade, Icorr is the corrosion current
density in _A/cm 2 , E.W. is the equivalent
weight in E_equiv, d is density in g/cm 3 ,
and corrosion rate is in mpy. Table 6
summarizes the polarization resistance
results, with the alloys ranked in order of
increasing corrosion rate. The polarization
resistance results did not correlate with
the beach exposure and salt fog chamber
results as well as the cyclic polarization
results did. In general, the polarization
resistance technique works better with
metals that display active corrosion
behavior. It may not give accurate results
for passive metals such as many of the
alloys used in this study. So in this case,
polarization resistance is not the best
electrochemical technique to use to predict
actual field exposure corrosion results.
TAmX, mun_e _m_ix_Tx_
ELECTROLYTE: 3,55X HACL - O. In nCL
numwlwiwwwwwiiimmmimlmmsle_seaealgmmmiRnllasamminissemsmssu_gm_wwlmjluum
MATERIAL Bm 8= Rp I=orr CORR. RATE
NAME V/DEC V/DEC _MS AHPS HPY
IHCONEL 825 0.09 0.10 180000 1.15E-07 0.05
FERRALIUN 255 0.15 0.13 247000 1.23E-07 0.06
7No * M 0.19 0.15 240000 1.52E-07 0.07
ZIRCONIUm 702 0.25 0.19 248000 1.89E-07 0.09
INtO G-3 0.21 0.14 140000 2,61E*07 0.12
SS _34L 0.20 0.16 150000 2.57E-07 0.12
20 Cb-3 0.23 0,10 98500 - 3.08E-07 0.14
ES 2205 0.21 0.16 127000 3.31E-07 0.15
SS 317L 0.23 0.19 131000 3.46E-07 0.16
SS 318L 0.21 0.19 125000 3.47E-07 0.16
HASTELLOY C-22 0.23 0.17 84000 5.06E-07 0.22
IMCOMEL 625 0.33 0. I? 90000 5.42E-07 0.24
HASTELLOY C-4 0.42 0.17 47500 1.11E-06 0.47
HASTELLO¥ C-276 0.38 0.24 44000 1.45E-06 0.62
5S 304LN 0.11 0,11 6450 3.70E-06 1.69
HASTELLOY 8-2 0.05 0.25 1600 1.01E-05 4.16
MONEL 400 0.08 0.30 930 3.00E-05 13.00
IICON a'_ 600 0.07 0.20 W 3.64hE-05 16.50
N 304L 0.07 0.14 352 5.80E-05 2&.O0
Cyclic polarization gives an indication of a
specimen's resistance to pitting corrosion
(18,24), and this method has been used for
many systems to determine susceptibility to
localized corrosion (4-6,9,ii,13,16,18,24,
25). Figure 4 shows a curve with the
hysteresis effect typical of a material with
a low resistance to pitting. Since the
potential scan is at a known constant rate,
14
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the potential values :Can be :6onverted tb
time, and the area inside the hysteresis
loop can be found by integrati0n to give
units of coulombs/cm z. This area value
should be very small for alloys that are
highly resistant to pitting, as seen in
Figure 5 which is for a material that is
very corrosion resistant. In this case, the
reverse scan traces almost exactly over the
forward scan.
-2•• -
-81m.
-4111i-
-g
Figure 4
316 L in Aerated 3.55% NaCI - 0.1N HCI,
T__" "_ Hysteresis Loop
-0 -7 -0 -5 -4 -S -2
! lit/o,,,,11
Cyclic Polarization With Hysteresis Loop
mV vs log I(A/cm z)
m
m
I
0
No Hysteresis Loop
. , ,7 • -S -4 -3
Figure 5 Cyclic Polarization Without Hysteresis
Hastelloy C-4 in Aerated 3.55_ NaCI - 0.1N HCI, mV vs log I
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Table 7 ranks the alloys according to area
of the hysteresis loop.
TABLE 7
ELECTROLYTE: 3.55X NACL - 0.1N HCL
wmm_m_llimmwmwmmmmmimsmuinlmml
MATERIAL AREA OF LOOP
NAME COULOMBS
..............................
AREA OF HYSTERESIS LOOP
mss smlsssss mssmm s sssswswwsslm
MATERIAL AREA OF LOOP
NAME COULOMBS
.............................
RASTELLOY C-22 2.00 SS 904L 7.00
HASTELLOY C-22 2.00 SS 904L 7.00
HASTELLOY C-276 2.00 ZIRCONIUM 702 8.00
RASTELLO¥ C-4 2.00 IRCONEL 825 9.00
HASTELLOY C-4 2.00 ZNCONEL 825 9.00
INtO D-3 2.00 ZIRCONIUM 702 10.00
INCO G-3 2.00 SS 304L 12.00
FERRALIUM 255 3.00 SS 304L 13.00
FERRALIUR 255 3.00 SS 304LN 13.00
INCONEL 625 3.00 SS 316L 15.00
ZRCOHEL G25 3.00 SS 316L 15.00
INCONEL 600 4.00 $5 317L 15.00
7Mo - R 4.00 SS 304LN 16.00
ES 2205 5.00 SS 317L 20.00
INCDNEL 600 5.00 20 Cb-3 21.00
KS 2205 6.00 20 Cb-3 23.00
Two other parameters that apply to cyclic
polarization are critical pitting potential
(Ec) and protection potential (Ep). At Ec,
the current increases dramatically until the
reversal point is reached (see Figure 4).
The more noble (positive) the value of Ec,
the more resistant is the alloy to
initiation of localized corrosion. Ep is
the point at which the reverse scan
intersects the forward scan (see Figure 4).
Ep represents repassivation of previously
formed pits. In general, localized
corrosion can propagate at potentials more
noble (positive) than Ep. So, it would be
desirable for Ep to be greater than Ecorr to
make it less likely that Ecorr will exceed
Ep, and therefore less likely that localized
corrosion will continue. Tables 8 and 9
rank the alloys according to Ec and Ep,
respectively.
16
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TABLE 8
ELECTROLYTE: 3.55X NACL - 0.1N HCL
Illllllltllllllltllllllllll
MATERIAL Ec
MANE VOLTS
CRITZCAL PZTTZNG POTENTZAL
VERRALZUM 255 0.810
7Ho * N 0.810
ES 2205 O. SO0
FERRALZUM 25S 0.800
HAST£LLOY C-22 0.800
NASTELLOY C-276 0.800
NA_T_iI.OY C-4 0.8_0
ZMCONEL 62S 0.800
ES 2205 0.790
ZNCO G-3 0.790
ZNCO G-3 0.790
INCOMEL 625 0.790
HASTELLOY C-22 0.780
HASTELLOY C-4 0.780
7No * N 0.780
ZNCONEL 825 0.309
SS 904L 0.291
ii iiIIIIIIlllll I Illllllllll
MATERIAL E¢
NAME VOLTS
INCOMEL 825 0.270
SS 904L 0.230
ZZRCOMZUM 702 0.214
SS 317L 0.210
ZZRCONZUH 702 0.205
SS 317L 0.156
20 Cb-3 0.1_0
SS 316L 0.141
20 Cb-3 0.136
SS _iGL 0.110
SS 304LM 0.035
INCONEL GO0 O. O10
TMCONEL GO0 -0.010
SS 304LN -0.010
SS 304L -0.093
SS 304L -0.096
SS 304L -0.240
Cii 
TABI._ 9 PROTKCTZON POTFJITZAL
ELECTROLYTE: 3.55X NACL - O. IN HCL
lllllllllllllllllllllllllll
MATERIAL Ep
NAME VOLTS
ii iilllllllllllJ Jllllllllll
MATERZAL Ep
NAME VOLTS
MASTELLOY C-22 0.900 ZZRCONZUM 702 0.019
INCO G-3 0.860 ZZRCOMZUN 702 -0.040
7Mo * N 0.844 20 Cb-3 -0.137
FERRALZUM 255 0.835 ZNCONEL 825 -0.149
ES 2205 0.830 20 Cb-3 -0.150
HAGTELLOY C-22 0.830 SS 304L -0.200
HASTELLOY C-4 0.830 SS 904L -0.200
ZNCONEL 625 0.830 SS 304L -0.207
HASTELLOY C-4 0.82G SS 317L -0.207
ZNCO G-"3 O. 81G SS 904L -0.210
FERRALIUM 255 0.810 SS 31GL °0.222
MAST£LLOY C-27G 0.800 SS 317L -0.224
XNCOMEL 625 0.800 SS 31GL -0.229
ES 2205 0.652 SS 304L -0.242
ZNCONEL 825 0.143 SS 304LN -0.278
INCOH£L GO0 O. OG8 SS 304LN -0. 280
INCOMEL 600 0.040
4.1.5 Some alloys displayed uniform corrosion,
rather than localized pitting or crevice
corrosion. This was the case for Monel 400
and Hastelloy B-2. In these instances, the
cyclic polarization curves were similar to
the one shown in Figure 6. This type of
curve does not yield meaningful values for
Ec, Ep, or area of the hysteresis loop.
Therefore, data for these two alloys do not
appear in Tables 7, 8, and 9. Although
these two alloys did not suffer localized
17
corrosion, they did have an unacceptably
high uniform corrosion rate, as seen in
Table 6.
-U
--I@0
-150-
-2B| -
-25B-
-3B0-
-350 -
-4BE -
-45B
Figure 6 Cyclic Polarization With Uniform Corrosion
Monel 400 in Aerated 3.55_ NaC1 - 0.1N HC1
Potential (mV) vs Log Current Density (A/cm 2 )
4.1.6 Visual inspection and inspection under a
microscope revealed various levels of
pitting corrosion. Crevice corrosion was
also observed on several of the samples
around the edge of the specimen holder.
These visual observations agreed extremely
well with the electrochemical results. Some
representative photos are shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7a, of stainless steel 304L, shows
crevice corrosion and pitting. Figure 7b,
Inconel 600, shows crevice corrosion,
pitting, and uniform corrosion. The Monel
400 in Figure 7c shows uniform corrosion
only, and the Hastelloy C-276 in Figure 7d
shows no signs of corrosion attack.
ORIGIN._.L PAGE IS
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Figure 7 Representative Photos After Cyclic
Polarization in 3.55% NaCI + 0.1N HCI
B) INCON(L ISO0
!
i
D) HASTELLO¥ C-276
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4.1.7
4.1.8
4.1.9
Total weight loss was measured for each
sample. This is an indication of the amount
of corrosion. However, this value can not
be used to determine a meaningful general
corrosion rate because in most cases the
corrosion was not uniform over the entire
surface -- it was localized in pitting
and/or crevice corrosion. Table i0 shows
the weight loss for the alloys tested.
TABLE IO VEZGHT LOSS
£LECTNOLYT£2 3. flSX HACk - O. IN HCL
mmmummmmmumomllumnllmlWllumm
flAT£RZAL WT LOSS
MAM£ (mg)
..... ;:;;;;:[ ....... :;'[;;;"
NAME ( mg )
FERNALIUM 255 0.3 SS 904L 1.5
HASTELLOY C-22 0.3 SS 904L 1.6
HASTELLOY C-276 0.3 XNCONEL 600 1.8
HASTELLOY C-4 0.3 ZIRCONIUM 702 2.0
HASTELLOY C-22 0.4 ;MCGN£L &O0 2.1
HASTELLO¥ C-27g 0.4 ;MCOMEL 825 2.1
HASTELLOY C-4 0.4 INCONEL 8_5 2.2
IMCO 0-3 0.4 ZIRCONIUM 702 2.5
INCONEL &25 0.4 SS 304LN 3.3
F£RRALZUM 255 0.5 Sg 304L 3.7
7No • N 0.5 SS 31gL 3.8
ZNCON£L 625 O.& $S 316L 3.8
7No - N 0.6 SS 317L 4.0
£S 2205 0.7 SS 304L 4.6
HASTELLOY B-2 0.7 SS 304LN 4.8
IMCO G-3 0.7 SS 317L 5.1
£S 2205 1.0 20 Cb-3 5.5
HASTELLOY B-2 1.0 20 Cb-3 5.8
NON£L 400 1.2 MONRL 400 9.5
U 304L 3.4
Based on the data in the preceding tables
and figures for the first round of tests,
the most resistant alloys were determined to
be Hastelloy C-4, Hastelloy C-22, Hastelloy
C-276, Inconel 625, Inco Alloy G-3,
Ferralium 255, 7Mo+N, ES 2205, and 904L.
These alloys were then run through the same
electrochemical tests using a more
aggressive electrolyte of 3.55 wt% NaCl with
the HCI concentration increased to 1.ON.
Stainless steel 304L was also used, as a
basis for comparison.
Table II shows the effect on corrosion
potential of increasing the acid
concentration. The 904L, Ferralium 255, ES
2205, and 7Mo+N became much more active.
Table 12 summarizes the polarization
resistance results obtained with the
increased acid concentration. For the 904L,
20
ES 2205, and 7Mo+N alloys, the effect of the
increased activity of Table II canbe seen
in the very high corrosion rates given in
Table 12, as compared to the results in
Table 6. The corrosion rates increased from
0.12 to 36.8 mpy for 904L, from 0.15 to 180
mpy for ES 2205, and from 0.07 to 457 mpy
for 7Mo+N. As with the results in Table 6,
this test separates out some of the poor
performers, but it can not rank the alloys
accurately.
TAILK 11 CORROSION POTENTIAL IM 1.0M MCI AND
ZN O. 1N HCI (BOTH VZTH 3.55X NoCI)
.... ....... .... ;'C:';:;"
HAHE 1.0 N O. I M
--. .......................................
INCO D-3 -0.051 -0.100
ZNCONEL 625 -0.058 -0.057
HASTELLOY C-4 -0.098 -0.105
HASTELLOY C-22 -0.106 -0.077
NASTELLOY C-276 -0.1OS -0.109
55 904L -0.328 -0.100
FERRAL_UM 255 -0.421 -0.120
ES 2205 -0.422 -0.084
SS 304b -0.452 -0.408
?lO * m -0.455 -0.072
TA|LJ[ 12 PtDL,ARXZATION R:_=XSTARCE
ELECTROLYTE; 3.55X NACL - I.ON HCL
Rp
NAME V/DEC V/DEC OHMS AMPS MPY
FERRALZUM 255 0.03 O. OG 43000 2.00E-O? 0.09
INCOHEL 625 0.29 0.13 84400 4.62E-07 0.21
INCO 0-3 0.35 0.13 77500 5.31E-07 0.24
HASTELLOY C-22 0.38 0.14 61700 7.21E-07 0.31
NASTELLOY C-276 0.54 0.15 38700 1.32E-06 0.56
HAGTELLOY C-4 0.03 0.16 23800 2.34E-O& 1.00
5S _4L O. OE 0.21 257 7.8EE-O5 36.80
55 304L O. OG 0.1_ 167 9.56E-05 43.70
ES 2205 0.15 0.13 79 3.85E-04 180.00
7No - N O. 24 0.13 37 9.12E-04 457.00
4.1.10 The cyclic polarization results for the
stronger electrolyte are summarized in Table
13, with the alloys ranked according to
weight loss. The 304L sample experienced
uniform corrosion. Therefore, results for
304L do not appear in Table 13, for the
reasons mentioned in paragraph 4.1.5 in
regard to Figure 6 (i.e., no meaningful
values for Ec, Ep, or area).
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TABLE 13 CYCLIC POLARZ_TION RESULTS
ELECTROLYTE: 3.55% NACL - 1.0N HCL
_ai_ii=nBnssssxsmm=ssK_ns=i=u=ms=ss_l=wm=wu=awwwsKmslmlmwwwlfxz
MATERIAL £¢ Ep AREA OF LOOP WT LOSS
NAME VOLTS VOLTS COULOMBS (ug)
...............................................................
IHCO G-3 0.825 0.899 i. O0 0.2
HASTELLOY C-22 0.820 0.888 1.00 0.3
HASTELLOY C-276 0.840 0.840 1.00 0.3
HASTELLOY C-4 0.800 0.870 1.00 0.3
FERRALZUM 255 0.855 0. B55 2.00 0.4
ZHCONEL 625 O. BTO 0.908 3.00 0.6
SS 904L 0.100 -0.197 7.00 1.6
ES 2205 0.855 -0.145 2.00 2.8
7Mo - N 0.840 0.900 1.00 6.9
The high weight loss values seen in Table 13
for 904L, ES 2205, and 7Mo+N agree with the
active corrosion potentials of Table 11 and
the high corrosion rates of Table 12. The
ES 2205 and 7Mo+N suffered severe uniform
corrosion, in addition to pitting, which is
why the area values for these two alloys do
not correlate with the weight loss values.
Since theTe was uniform corrosion, the area
values are not really meaningful, and the
weight loss gives a better indication of the
extent of corrosion for these two alloys.
Visual inspection also agreed with the
results of Tables ii, 12 and 13: the 7Mo+N
and ES 2205 suffered severe uniform
corrosion; the 904L alloy showed increased
crevice corrosion compared to the results
with the 0.1N HCl solution; the Ferralium
255 showed signs of some general corrosion;
and the remaining alloys, Hastelloy C-4,
Hastelloy C-22, Hastelloy C-276, Inconel
625, and Inco Alloy G-3, still displayed
excellent resistance to both localized and
uniform corrosion.
4.1.11 The graphical results for corrosion
potential and cyclic polarization for each
of the alloys are shown in Appendix A,
Figures A1 to A58. Graphs are included for
the 3.55% NaCI + 0.1N HCI electrolyte for
all of the alloys. For the more resistant
alloys, the graphs from the 3.55% NaCI +
1.ON HCl electrolyte are also given. All of
these results are summarized and briefly
explained in Table 14.
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TABLE14
ALLOY
StJP_RYOF ELECTROO_ICALRESULTS
3,_ NaCl * O. IN I¢1
FIGURE COHI4_fS
3._5_ NaCl ÷ I.ON HC1
FIBJRE CO_li_T5
G
H_TELLOYC-_
H_TELLOY C-22
_SFEU.OY C-276
H_b'TELLOYB-2
INCONB.600
INCON_.f_5
INCONE
INCO 6-3
M(]_ELkO0
ZlRO(OiI_70_
_ 30Jd.
_ 30_d.N
8S 316L
317L
SS 904L
Cb-3
7NO+N
fil Stable, Noble EcorP
A2 Very Small Hysteresis P_'ea
Excellent Pitting Resistance
A5 Stable, Noble Ecovv
A6 Very Small Hysteresis Area
Excellent PittingResistarce
Stable, Fairly Noble Ecor_
filO Very SmallHysteresisArea
ExcellentPittimjResistance
ill3 Stable,SlightlyP_ive Ecorv
filk UniformCor_io_
ill5 Llnstable, Fairly fictive E_er
ill6 L_ifom _ioe ] Pitting
ftl7 Stable, Very Noble Ecorr
_18 _all HysteresisArea
Very Bood Pitti_ Resistaece
_1 Stable, Noble Ecor_
P22 La_e Pee_Low Pitti_ I_sistarce
P23 Stable, Noble Ecorr
_ Exceller_ Pitting Resistance
P27 Stable, Slightly _k'tive Ecm-e
_6 Uaifom Coreosion
P_9 Stable, Fairly _'tive Eco_
P30 Lox Resistance To Pitting
fi3l FairlyStable, P_tive Ecorr
P3_ Poo_ ResistmnceTo Pitting
P_5 Llestable,P_t ire Ecorr
_L_ Large Hysteeesis Peea
Poop PittingResistaece
FairlyStable,Slimily ;k-tireEcorr
P3_ Large Hystee_sis _kea
Very Po_ PittimjIL-,sistaece
A39 Stable,SlightlyP_tiveEcorr
J_ Large Hysteeesis Peea
Very PoopPittim_Resistance
PAl Stable, Noble Ecorr
Ph_ 5ram Pitti_ l]esista_ce
P_5 Fairly Stable, Slightly lk_tive Ecorr
P_6 Extremely Poor Resista_:e To Pittimj
P_7 Stable, Noble Eco_r
P_ l_e_ate Pittingand
t_ifore Corrosion
_51 Stable, Noble Eco_
P_ Nodera_e Pitting
P_ Stable, Noble Ecorr
P_6 _all HysteeesisArea
Very 6ood Pittim]Resistaece
PA
P_
Stable, Noble Ecorr
Very 8mallHysteresisP_ea
Excellent PittingResistance
Stable,Noble Ecorr
Very Small HysteresisP#'ea
ExcellewtPittingResistance
Stable, Fairly Noble Ecorr
Very _all Hysteresis _b-ea
ExcellentPittingResistance
_19 Stable, Very Noble Ecorr
P20 Very 5roll Hysteresis Area
Excellent Pitting Resistance
fi25 Very Noble Ecovr
_26 Excellent PittingResistarce
P33 FairlyStable, Active Ecorr
P34 UniformCorrosion
Ph3 Fairly Stable, Jk'tive Ecorr
Ph_ Poor Pitting Resistarce
PA9 Stable_P_tiveEc_.
PSO Some Pitti_ ae{l
Uniform Corrosion
P_3 P_tive,FairlyStableEcorr
P_t Sale PittimJ,_ifon_Corrosion
P_7 Stable, P_tive Eco_
P_8 GoodPitting Resistarce
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4.2 SALT FOG CHAMBER/ACID DIP
4.2.1 After 4 weeks of salt fog exposure and four
acid dips, the coupons were returned to the
laboratory for analysis. After a cleaning
procedure, the specimens were weighed to
determine the weight loss caused by the 4-
week exposure. Using the weight loss results
and the measured area of the coupons,
corrosion rate calculations were made to
compare the alloys' resistance to the salt
fog/acid dip environment. The formula used
to calculate the corrosion rate is
CORROSION RATE (MILS PER YEAR) = 534w
dAt
where w is the weight loss in milligrams, d
is the metal density in grams per cubic
centimeter (g/cm3), A is the area of
exposure in square inches (in2), and t is
the exposure time in hours. This expression
calculates the uniform corrosion rate over
the entire surface and gives no indication
of the severity of localized attack
(pitting) occurring on the surface. To
determine the severity of this localized
attack9 the coupons were examined visually
with the naked eye and under 40 power
magnification. The measured weight loss,
the resulting calculated corrosion rate, and
the visual observations for each of the
alloys for the 4-week cycle are presented in
Table 15. As can be seen from the table,
several materials clearly separated from the
rest and displayed superior corrosion
resistance. These materials included three
Hastelloy alloys (C-22, C-4, and C-276),
Zirconium 702, Inconel 625, and Inco Alloy
G-3. The Inco Alloy G-3 marked the point at
which the corrosion rates accelerated
rapidly for the many stainless steel alloys
included in the testing. The visual
observations confirmed the corrosion
resistance of the top alloys, with no visual
deterioration at 40x. These results were
considered important but premature, and the
specimens were returned to the salt fog
chamber for further exposure.
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TALE 15
RESULTSOF FOURMEE]4ExPogJRE IN _ ._LT F06 P_O FOURDI_ IN 1._ HCL- ALLIMI_
I_tTERI_ _ W6TLO_(g) COi_ I_TEi_) RE_I_$ - []_ERVATIOI_ RT IX l_O 40X
_TEL_OY C-_ 0,0007 O.01_0
ZI_ON[_ 70,?. O. (X)06 O,O_iO
_TELLOY C--4 O,0¢I5 O.O_JO
HR_..LOY C-_?TE O.0018 O.0340
L_'ONEL roc_ O.00_) 0,04OO
INC_LOY_-3 O.OOS9 O.1210
HP6TELLOYB-_ O.O_P.B O.4150
O,0300 O.6_°00
_5316L 0.0301 O.G_)O
$5317L O.0324 O.6970
SS304L O.03_9 O.7300
l_i_l. _ O.03_6 0.8080
%NCONB. 600 0._ O.B_O
7No + N 0.0669 1.06,00
FERI_qLIUI__ O.0476 I. 0600
kO0 0,_ I.7"J50
aOal-3 0,094,5 a. o3oo
NO PITTING_ IX - NO PlTrlNOAT _!
NO PlTTINO,BRIGHT S'E_NAT 11 - NOPlI'[IN6AT _l
NO PITI'INOAT IX - NO PlTTINORT_I
PI_I_ RT IX - NO PI_INO AT _I
NO PlTTI_+ BRIGHT_ AT IX - NO Pll'[l_AT 401
PITTINOAT IX - SLIGHT PITTI_ RT COX
PI_INO _T IX - _IFOI_4CORROSIONRT _X
VISI_ PlITINO,NO _ RT IX - #G]ERR_ P[I'I'INORT _X
VISIBLEPlTrINO,NO SHE_ RT IX - MOOn.TIEPlTTINOAT _OX
VISIBLEPITTINO,NO _ AT IX - #OD(_R_ PITTINORT _i
VISIBLEPITTINO,NO _ RT IX - MC_:RRIIEPlI'TINO_T _X
VISIBLEPI_INO, NO _ AT IX - )W]_)E]_q_PITI'INOAT _X
VISI_U_PII'I'INO,NO _ AT IX - _ PITTINOAT _X
NO _ RT IX - NLI_I_US _ PITS AT _l
NO Pll'[I_,NO _ AT iX - VERY_mI_MT PI_INO AT 401
VISI_ PlTTINO,_IGHT _ RT IX - _ SLIGHT PITS AT _X
NO PlTTINO,_ _ AT IX - _ _ISHT PI_INO RT_l
_mIG#TT_ RT IX - _LIflHTPITI'INO_ RT&OX
VERYVISIBLE CO#tIE.ION AT IX - NU_ U_ PITS,_ _EEPRT _OI
t' ?+ :/:'+++
+.:.+:_.+++
4.2.2 Following another 4-week exposure cycle, the
specimens were returned to the laboratory
for an 8-week analysis. The same procedures
were conducted to clean, weiRh, calculate,
and observe the specimens. The 8-week data
is shown in Table 16. As can be seen from
the table, not much chanRed in the rankinR
of the alloys, with the top six materials
clearly superior to the rest. However, the
Inco Alloy G-S started showinR signs of
pittinR at 40x, but these pits were small.
The corrosion rates did not change much
since the relationship between weight loss
and time should stay fairly constant.
However, some materials display a sliRht
reduction in corrosion rate, and this is
probably due to a slight slowing of the
pittinR after an initial accelerated attack.
In comparison to the electrochemical data,
two materials changed their relative
positions in the rankings. The cyclic
polarization in 0.1N HCI/3.55% NaCI showed
the Zirconium 702 material to be a poor
performer, but in the salt foR/acid dip
testinR, this material displayed excellent
corrosion resistance. On the other hand,
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the electrochemical testing in the 1.ON
HCI/3.55% NaCl showed the Ferralium 255 to
perform well, but in the salt fog/acid dip
testing, this material corroded rapidly and
pitted badly. The reasons for this behavior
are unclear, but continued testing confirmed
this result.
TMI.E L6
lIEgILTS (IF EIGHT_ EIPOSUIEIN _ SALTFI_ ml) EIg4T DII_ IN 1._ 142. - k(LLIMIN_
mTERIRL NI)J_ kGT L.DSS(|) CORR.I_TE(NPY} _ - DBSERVflTI01GAT iX _M)'_OI
C'_ 0.0015 0.0150
ZIRCONIUM7_ O.00|(! 0.0160
HnSTEI.LDYC-_6 0.0(_ O.0260
HPSTEU.DYC"_ 0.00_ O._BO
INCOLOY63 O.0071 O.0730
H 0.04c_0 0.3_0
0,0620 0,6050
9631_ 0.0631 0._730
96304L 0.06_ 0.6900
S6904L O.0695 0._
SS3Jlt 0.0699 O.7'J20
INCONEL_ 0.0854 0.8930
INCONEI.600 O.0915 0.94_
"/V,o+ N 0.0916 1.0350
FERfl_IUM L_J5 O.0939 1.04,50
ES _ O.1_16 1.1500
L_Ct,-3 L1705 1,8300
MIINEL400 O.1906 l.(r/_
4.2.3
NO PITTIN6_ DRIB4T _iEEW _ 1I - )4[}PITTIN6, NDMELD[ECAY@iT40I(
_¢IININ6, MI6HT 91E]ENAT IX - NO PITTI_ _ MEI..DIE)J_Y JlT_I
NO PlTTIN6, MIGHT SHEE)¢@lTII = ND PlTTIN6, ND UEI..DDE_Y Al 40X
NO PlIXIN6, _16HT 9EEIW_T 1I - NOPlTTIN6, NOkiEl..D[IECJIYt_T _l
ND PITTING, kqI6HT _HEIg¢J_TII - NO PITTIN6, NO kEI..I)DEC_YAT _X
NO PITTING, 91.161.1794_)4 AT IX - _TE _ PITTIN6, _0_ PITTINGOFWELDAT 401
NOPITTI_6_ NO _HEE_ _T II - UNIFORMCg_ROSIDNBITH L.(F._IZE_ _TT_ ¢lT40X
VISIBLE PITTIN6, NO9HEI_ AT II - NLI_ROUSPITS, _ _ k_ _ i)EI_Y IqT _I
VISI_ PITTING,#41)_ &%T11 - _ 94_V.L_PITS,_ IE]_DIk-D%Y;iT_X
VISI_ PITTING, NO _ AT IX - _ PITS,_ _, _ _ I)ED_YAT 'kOI
VISILE Pl'l'Tlk61NO SHEENAT II(- I(IJI(Z__ SHIILL.I]i&PITS,PlUI_ OF klEi.I)RT _I
VI)l_m_ PlUIN6, MI)_I'EN RT IX - ImlO¢)E_ PlTTI_, SOl( _ DECJ%Y;iTWI
VISILE PlTTIN6, NI)94E_N t_T IX - _RY NU_ROUSPITS, PlTTIN6 DF k([O.DAT 40I
NO 94Et)4 fiT IX - UNIFORMI1TT_C_, NO ME1.J)DE_Y IW _OI
NO PITTING, NO _ AT IX - UNIFORMCORROSION,NOOEI_TE_ I)EOIY lit 40I
VlSI_ PI_IN6, #41)_#4EI_¢;iT 1I - UNIFO#_qI_I'TI%C)4Mill4#(I.I)(Z_PITS,PlI'FI_OF WELD _T _X
VISI_UEPI'I'TI__ SHE]E)4AT IX - _LIB4TPlI'TI£Wlll4CREVICE_ICK, PITTINGOF _ @iTWI
VISILE PlTTII_ NO 9HEI_ AT IX - HEAVYPITrlM_ M _ _ _E]_P, i'%t'IE PITTINGOFkmmn AT _I
10 _ lit 1X - UNIFOI_ COI_(_I_ 90_ PlTTIIM OF IELD AT @!
After another 4-week exposure cycle, the
specimens were returned to the laboratory
for the 12-week analysis. The results of
the 12-week testing are shown in Table 17.
After 12 weeks in the salt fog chamber and
12 acid dips, a clear trend began to emerge.
The corrosion rates were remaining fairly
constant with a slight reduction still being
displayed by some materials. The alloys
were settling into their positions for the
ranking of corrosion resistance in this
accelerated environment. The Inco Alloy G-3
lost its sheen and continued to display
pitting attack and some deterioration of the
weld. The observation of very small pits
developing on the three Hastelloy materials
and one Inconel material were barely
detectable and were considered insignificant
since the weight loss remained very low.
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. :- , TMLE 17
• M.TS OF 12 _ EX;_IJ_ TO_ _LT FOG_ L2 DIP_ IN I.ON _ - _LIMINR
_T'ERI_ NPa'E _l" LOGS(g) CORR._TEINPY) RE)4_S - O_E_TIONS AT 1]( _ &Of
_:JSTELLOYC-_ 0,0019 O.Oleo
ZFN:ON[LIN70_ O.00!5 0,0130
L4CONEL_ 0.0_9 0.0J9¢
HASTELLOYC-_76 O.0031 O.0190
,_4%STELLOYC-4 O.0036 O.;_2_
INCOLOY6-3 O,O¢8O O.',._
HASTELLOY9-2 O.06&?. O.4010
O. 108! O.7030
O.1031 O.7_-_)0
O.1094 O.74_
_=3t_t O.107I O.7610
• _.IL7L O,1124 O.
]NCONEL_ O.1_0 O,872O
F'ERR_ILIN_ O. laqk 0.9600
]NCONEL6<)0 O.1417 O.9730
_ O. L_ 1.143'0
714o¢-N 0.15k7 I.J.r_3
_C_-3 O.2430 1.7kcqO
m ,_o o.3_3 2.11M
NOPITTING., _IGHT _HE_qRT IX - A Fl_ _ PITS AT kCX
NOPlTTIN6, BRIGHTGHEBqAT IX - SIGHT UNIFOgNCORNO5101_NO PITTINO AT k¢l
NOPITTIMG,9flIGHT_IE_ _r IX --l:E"g Vm£RY_ Pll_ AT 40X
NOPITTINS, 8RIGHT_ AT 1I - F'Bd_ _ PITS AT _OX
NO PlTTI_, BRIGHT SHEENAT IX - FEW PITS AT _X
_IGHT Pl'rfI_ NO _ AT IX - FE'H_ PITS,LINIFORMCORROSIONAT kOX
NOPII"TINB_MOSI.4E_I_INED AT IX - FEWPlT_, LINIFO_ CORflQSIONgr _X
PITTINS, NO 8HEE_ YlSlm¢ RUSTAT IX - NLI_ROJSPITS AT ,kOl
VISIBLEPITTING,NO--AT IX-__PITS, _ _AT _X
VISIBLEPITTIN6,140_ fiT [X - NUI4EROI_L_RGEPITS AT _X
VISX_I.E PlTTI_ _ _ AT IX - _ _ PITS., _IFG_ _RROSION AT _x
SIX _ PITS, NO_ AT XX - _ OEEPPITS AT 4¢1
VISI_ PITTIN_ NO SHEE_AT IX - _ _ PITS,FAIRLY MEP AT 4¢X
NLii_ROJ_PITS, NO 8HEI_ AT 11 - 8E'_EI_I._ PITS AT _X
NOPITTINB, ND g4EB4 gl" IX - UNIF'O_ CORROSIONAT _l
VISIBIJEPITTINg, NO g'IEENAT IX - _ _ PITS AT kK)l
NOPITTINI_ ND _ AT ll - _ _ _ PIT_ LINIF'O_COgROSIDN;iT kOI
VISI_IJEPIT_ NO _ aT |l - _ _ PITS, _EVERECORR_ION AT _l
NO PITTII_ NO_ RT IX - _ PI_ _ LINIF'OI_COR_WIDMAT _l
4.2.4 Following another 4-week cycle, the
specimens were returned to the laboratory
for the 16-week analysis. The 16-week data
is presented in Table 18.
TRiiUEII
lli_ OF 16 H_ E'_ TO_ _ALT FOB_ 15 DIPS IN I, ON HDL- gl.l_lN_
+i-:!::_,_
MI_II%_L _ _6T L_S(|) CORH._TE(NPY} _ - (_E_TII)IS AT IX _ND tot
_,fXNB. _ O.00_!2 0.0110
lIIK_gWI_70_ O.00_8 0.0119
H_T'EXJ.OYC-_75 0._3_ 0.0151
C-4 0._ 0.0i70
INCOL_ 6-3 0.04_6 0. 0,_._
9-,?. 0.1186 0._0
_I_ _ 0.1_ 0. _,._ll
8S90_W. O.I r'7_ O.8751
0.186+ O.9573
INCOI_. _00 0.1931 O.9_?,
963171. O.18_. 1.0¢18
9S3161. 0.1915 1. _i0
71_ 4. M 0,1863 I._5_
_ 0.23O9 I. _.2_
_(b,...1 O..1..._ 1._
NONB. 400 0._ ?..4409
PlrTI_ 8RI_T _ AT IX - _ VERY _ PIT_ NO OE.P_SIT5AT _IK
NO PITTING,DAIGHT_ AT IX - FEW _fEDI_ _IZ_ PITS AT WX
_mIGHTPITTING,_4I _IGi.ff_ AT IX - NO PITS,P/%_ OF _R_]SI_ AT _X
NO PlI"TI_,BRIGHT_ RT IX - _ VERY _ PIT_ NO DEPOSITSAT _Z
PI_INO, _IGHT _ AT IX - _ VERYSMALLPFr_.,NO M:X3SITS AT kOX
PZl'rl_,DRISHT_ AT IX - F_d gq%l.LPI_ NO _I_ AT _X
NO PITTING,DI_CO.ORATIC#¢_NO _ _ iX - 9W.L_ _ PITS+UNIFORMCORROSIONAT _X
VISILE PITTING,NO _ AT 1I - _ _ _ _ PI_, NO _1_ AT _X
VISIBLE PITTING,140EiFIEENRT 1X - NUMEROUS_ _ DEEP PITS AT _J
_ PI_, NO _ RT [X - _ _R6E _ DEEP PI_, WEll)_Y AT &¢X
PIT_ OISCOLOR_]),NO SHEENAT 11 - _ PITS,_ M_OSITB AT_X
VISIBLE PITTIN6, NO _ AT IX - H_ PIT_ _ _ OECAYRT_X
NO PITTI_ DI_OLMTIQN_ NO MM AT IX - _IFO_ _A_IDN, _ PITS AT _X
VISIBLEPITTI_ NO _ AT IX - NUMEROUS_ _ _ PITS AT OX
VISI_ PITTING, MOM _ iX - _ _ _D D_ PITS RT _X
FEldPI_ 018CQLMTIOI_ NOMM AT 11 - _ _ PITS _ [_ccRy,L,INIF'BI_ICORROSIONAT kOl
VISIK/_PlTTI_, _ COLOR,NOMM AT IX - SOME_R_ ;14) MAMY_ PITSAT _X
EXT_49IVIEPITTINL NO M _ IX o _XI'_I_E I._MSP PIT_ NO M_OSIT_ RT 4¢]I
NOPITTI_, NO_ M 11 - LNIFU_ CO_0$10N_ PITS IN IdK.D, MOIz:PI_ITS AT 401
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As can be seen from the table, several
materials displayed increased attack and
fell lower in the rankings. Most notable
were the 304L, 316L, and 317L stainless
steels. This allowed several materials to
move up in the rankings, most notably the
Inconel 600, Inconel 825, and the Ferralium
255. The visual observations continued to
be helpful in characterizing the alloy
surface and type of corrosive attack. The
top materials did not display any increase
in pitting, and the weight loss data
confirms this fact.
4.2.5 At the completion of another 4-week exposure
cycle, the specimens were returned to the
laboratory for the 20-week analysis. The
20-week data is presented in Table 19. A
graphical presentation of the corrosion rate
data is shown in Figure 8.
TliI_ 19
!qL='=JIJ.TSOF _O ME]EXSEI1_ IN _ SPLTR_ QND20 DlPCJIN I.ON 1.10..- _I.UNII_I
IMIT_IRL _ _ST LOSS(g) CORR. _(1'1_1 R_Pdq(S - OB_[R_TIUI_ RT IX QNi}_X
4,5'rEl.,_O¢C-_ _. '));9 _. ,;_035
..'EG#EL .3,?._ :J._._'_3 0. _,:00
ZIRC_,_ 70_ 0.00aO 0.010&
w_TELLOY C_76 O. 0035 O.0i]_
}'kqS'TB.IOYC-4 O.0037 0.0143
IN_t.OYG-3 O.0093 0.0383
I.IRS1'B.LOY9_. 0.1547 0,_-'_
_RIMI.%_ _ 0.1581 0.7039
S_4ML 0.1775 0. 7"._3
I.qC_M_l.& _ O.:K58 O.777_
SS304LN 0. _S8 0, 8%_
E'3_ O._llq 0, '_s00!
SS3171. O,_i_ 0.9088
0._ 0._
7140+ N 0._0Ta 0.93_
INCONEI.GO0 0._ O._a_=.=_
_$3! 6/. 0, _76 0, T'/0e
_¢ 0.61+J .,P..4,,,_I_
P11"I";_,BRI_T SHE_ QT IX - VERY _ TINY PITS,NO D(';X]$1TS;IT_X
PI'r[:_,BR'_g.ff_ AT IX - VERY PEg 3MP#.J.PI_ QT _X
_I_T PI_I_ S_3ll_IGHT _ AT iX - _ PITS, 9.Jl_c_CORROSION_S AT _X
PITTI_, BRIGHT_ #:iTIX - VERY k'E]iTINY PITS RT _l
.qDPII'YI_,_I61.11"_ QT IX - FEW VERY _ PI_ NO DE;_SITS;IT_!
PITTI_, BflISHT_ ;IT IX - SOME S;'M%I.OIIP TTINGRT _X
Pl'rrINEvDISCOI.O_TIOM,_ _ RT IX - _HRI/.0M I..RRSEPITS, _IFO_ _R_IW RT _X
_ PIT<I,NO _ lIT IX - NUWEROUSSI'_.L_ PI_I_ ;IT 41)l
VI3!_ RI'I'TI_,01SI_01.OREI),.NO_ _T IX - _ WII]E_I-MII.LI]W_ _ _E!_ PITS I%T_X
VISIBLE_ PlI'TI_,NO SH£DI¢%7tX - NRWY 0_ PITS, _ _ ;ITT;IO4;IT_X
VISI_ _ PI_ DISCOLORED,NO SHEEN;iT iX - M.94ERO_PITS,_ DEEP ;iT _x
VISIBI.EpITTING,NO SHEIZMAT IX - _ 14El}ILl4P TTT_, UNIFORM_R_I_ AT WX
'41_IBI.EPITTING,OlSCOI.ORED,NO _ I%TiX - _ WIDEg4RLI.OW,_ _ OEEPPll"i;ITWX
VISI_ _ PITS, I)ISCO.OIEI),NO _ ;ITIX - _ PITS,_ _ 014tELl);ITWX
VI_IBI.[PITT_ ON kEU},Nil_ ;ITiX - _ P_ _ IMEP, _ ;ITT;IO<;ITWX
PI_INS' NO _ ;ITIX - TIle(PITS, II_IFOI_'IR_]_ ;ITWX
VIS]_ HB%UV PI_I_, DIgCI]I.OREI),_ SHEll4;ITIX - _ WI_ SHQLI.OM_ _ _ PITS I%TWX
VI$1_LE_ _ PITTING,NO _ QT IX - EXTRB'EPlTrINS'_ _ _ ;IT _X
NOPITTI_, DISCOLOI_5, NO_ RT IX - TIWt'PITS WITH UNIFOIMCORflOSIONAT zlK)X
As can be seen from the table, the materials
generally remained in their respective
positions when compared to the 16-week data.
The 304L stainless steel dropped slightly in
the rankings due to severe weld attack.
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When the corrosion rate data is graphed, as
in Figure 8, the great differences in
performance can easily be seen. The level
of performance of the top alloys is much
higher than that of the lower materials.
The cutoff line between the Incoloy G-3 and
the Hastelloy B-2 shows a 15 fold increase
in the corrosion rate. The corrosion rate
of 304L stainless steel is approximately 260
times higher than that of Hastelloy C-22 in
the salt fog/acid dip exposure test. The
slight weight gains for Hastelloy C-22 and
Inconel 625 in weeks 16 and 20 were
unexpected. This could have been caused by
slight errors in measurement or differences
in cleaning and weighing procedures.
However, this did not upset the relative
rankings, and the gains were considered
insignificant.
FIGURE 8 - SALT FOG/ACID DIP DATA
ZOllEEX_2OAC_ D_S
_,_,I"ERIALNAME
HASTELLC_'C-22
INCONE]. 825
ZIRCONIUM 702
Hk_EI_OY C-276
_OY C-4
IHCCLOY O-3 1
I.IASI"_J.OY 5-2
FIE_RAL_]I_255
SS904L
INCON_.. 82.','}
SS304LN
Es22o_I
:_+NI
Ne__ r_ I
_la_ I
0
i I i I i | i I i & J
0.5 I 1.5 2 2.5 3
CORROSION RATE (ULS PER YEAR)
4.2.6 In conjunction with the standard alloy
coupons, specimens were tested in the
composite welded configuration. These
specimens were produced by joining
dissimilar metals by welding the candidate
alloys to 304L stainless steel. The
resulting composite coupons were exposed to
the same conditions as the standard
specimens to determine any undesirable
galvanic effects at the weld area. This was
considered necessary since the successful
new alloy would be installed in an existing
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304L stainless steel piping system, and
galvanic corrosion in the weld area could
become a source of system failure. The
composite welded coupons were cleaned prior
to examination in the same manner as
described earlier. The 16-week observations
are presented in Table 20.
TmL_
CI)I_ITE 6A.WANIC_ 9_:CII_qS
N_TERIALNA_ _ - OB6ERV_TION5RT iX RND_d)X
9530_-C_6
gS304L-C_
IS3041.-C_
DE304L - M400
9S3041. - 3044.#
- 31_
SS304L - 31_
95304L - 9044.
9S3044.-I..600
8S,104L-I..6_5
gS30,11.- _3
SS,30&-L:_Cb-3
_o_
M31W.-BI_
Z3011.-F"I_
As can
90E WELDDECRYON BOTHSIDES AT l]t - _ PITS _ 304L SIDE AT 40I
_PE DECRYON 3041. SIDE _T 11 - 304L SIDE HI_ _ _ DECRYRT 401
_ DECRYAT |l - _ PITS _ DECRYON 304[. SIDE RT bOX
St]I_ kE1.DDECRYI]143044. SIDE RT IX - L.RR_ PlTTIN5 _ON6 3044. SIDE RT 40X
EITREPEWELDDECRYON 3044. SIDE RT IX - _ DECRYON BOTHSIDES RT 40X
ELIBHTIE].D PITTIN6 RT II - EIt_LLPITS RIO DEPOSITSONIELI) RT 40X
DECRYON 3044. SIDE RT IX - 91tqLLPITS ON &ELI) RT 40X
SOE PII"rlNG OF IIEI.D RT I| - IIEI.D ECRY RIO PITTIN6 RT 40X
9LI6HT IIE]..DDECgYON 304L SIDE RT iX - _ PITS ON _ RT 40I
UELDDECRYON 304L SIDE fit IX - 304L SIDE WELDDECRYAT 401
PlTrI_ _ IX - 304L SIDE WELDDECAYR_ PlTrI#6_ 40X
liEl.b PITTIN6 if1"IX - IELD PlTTIN6 ONBOTHSII]ES AT 401
90_ PlI'_IN6 ON WELDAT II - PITS ON6-3 SIDE OF _ AT 40X
SOMEPITTIIE, 30q. SIDE 14B.DDECRYRT IX - LRREEPITS RNDDECRYON EOTHSIDES RT 40X
VlSlit.E _ PITTINB RT IX - L,_BE PITS iN) _ _ ON BOTHSLOESRT _!
VISIK.E _ Pl'r'Yll_ R_TIX - PIFrIN6 RIO DE_Y OF _ DNIOTH SIu_ AT 4OI
_ ON 3044. SIDE _ IX - PITTINS AJ_ _ OF_ ONBOTHSIDES _ _OI
be seen from the table, most of the
specimens suffered some type of weld decay.
For the alloys under consideration from a
corrosion resistance standpoint (Hastelloy
C-22 and Inconel 625), the deterioration was
mostly on the 304L surfaces adjacent to the
weld. Since 304L stainless steel is anodic
to these two alloys, this result was
expected. The 304L is corroding
preferentially and cathodically protecting
the more corrosion resistant alloy. Since
the particular application of the corrosion
resistant alloy is to form thin wall
convolutes welded to a heavy wall 304L
stainless steel pipe, the galvanic effect
will be minimal. The effects can be further
lessened by welding using the corrosion
resistant alloy as the weld filler and
coating the weld area with AR-7 to block any
electrolyte from reaching the galvanic
3O
4.2.7
couple. The AR-7 material is readily
available from KSC stock and is described
fully in KSC-STD-C-0001B.
Further testing was conducted during the
study to determine if any of the alloys
under consideration would be susceptible to
stress corrosion cracking in the Shuttle
launch environment. This was considered
important due to the forming operations used
in fabricating flexible convoluted bellows.
The convolutes are severely deformed during
manufacture, and high residual tensile
stresses could be present. This situation
combined with a corrosive environment
created concern to properly define the
stress corrosion behavior of the candidate
alloys. For this testing, standard U-bend
specimens were exposed to the same set of
conditions as the corrosion coupons. These
U-bend specimens were welded in the middle
of the bend to create the worst case
condition. As of the time of this report,
only two of the stress corrosion specimens
have failed. The 304L stainless steel
specimen cracked after 8 weeks and eight
acid dips. The Ferralium 255 specimen
cracked after 12 weeks and 12 acid dips.
All other materials are continuing to
display stress corrosion cracking resistance
in the salt fog/acid dip environment.
4.3 BEACH EXPOSURE/ACID SPRAY
4.3.1 After 60 days of beach exposure and 5 acid
sprays, the coupons were returned to the
laboratory for analysis. After the cleaning
procedure, the specimens were weighed,
corrosion rate calculations were made, and
visual examinations were conducted as
described for the salt fog/acid dip process.
The results of these analyses for each of
the alloys for the 60 day/5 spray cycle are
presented in Table 21. As can be seen from
the table, several materials clearly
separated from the rest and displayed
excellent corrosion resistance. The
Hastelloy C-22 and Inconel 625 showed no
-_7:¢
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detectable weight loss, while the Hastelloy
C-4 and C-276 were on the limits of
measurement. The calculated corrosion rates
for these materials are considered
insignificant, and any one should be
considered acceptable. The observations
confirmed the resistance of these alloys,
with no visual deterioration at 40x. These
results were considered important but
premature, and the specimens were returned
to the beach for further exposure.
TPB.JE21
l_l.l_ OF 60 I_¥ EXPO_I,k_TO EACH _lON SITE_N8 _ _ _ITN I_ _ HO. - RLUNINm
I_TF_IPL _ _ L_SS(g} CCRR._TE!_Y} _,_F_ - OBS£_TIONS AT tX ;N) _)1
; Nf/2_,. _.5 O.00_) O.0000
I'i_TELLOYC-276 O.000! 0.0009
HAST_.LOYC-4 0.0001 O.0009
l I R(X)NILIN7_ 0.0007 O.O01D
L'COLOYG--3 0.00;,5 0.01_
ES 2205 0.0121 O.OWO
FERI_.IUN255 O.Ol_ O. II00
1,4C[]NB._ O. 012& O.I_0
7_ ,, N 0.0130 0. I_7
_"90&L 0.0147 0.I_40
SS317l O.O1M O.1870
INCONEL600 0.0_03 O.1350
SS316L O.0_47 O.2#50
SS304L O.0277 O.2780
I,_S_ B-9, O.0329 O.2800
0.0_ O._'_00
L_C_-3 O.04.31 O._3_0
k_O 0.0954 0.8710
NOPITTI_, BRIGHT_ RT IX - NOPlTrlN6_ NO I,IELDDECAYRT t_X
NO PlTT|NG,BRIBHT _ _T IX - #0 PIT'flN6, NO WELDDE_¥ AT _X
_T;I!MEI),NO _ AT IX - LINIFO_C_RRO_ION,NO PITrI_ fIT401
NO PlTrINB_NO _ AT I](- N_E_4_ S'_LLDWPI_I_6 RT 401
PITTING,BRIGHT_ fiTIX - UNIFO_ CORROSION,PlTTIN6RT _ AT _OX
VI$1_LERITTIN6(KIGHT SHEB_AT IX - _IGHT PlTTIN6,#INOI_PlTTI_ OF WELD RT bOX
NO PlTI'IN6_NO _ AT IX - LINIFOR#CORROSION,SEVEREPI_I_G OF WELD ;iTWX
VISlK£ PlTT!I_6,_LIGHT _ RT IX - _-_LLOWPlTTI_, LINIFOR_DECAY OF WELD AT WX
VISIBLEPlTI'IN6_SI.IGHT_ AT iX - _LI6HTPITrlN61_ I]E5_,NO WELD I)E_Y AT _OX
VISIBLEPlTI'IN6,NO SHEEN_ iX - _HALI.OMPlTTIM6_NO _ DECAY_T WX
VISI_ Pll'Tl_,NO _ _T JX - I,IOI)EI_TEPI_I_, _16Ml"PlTTI_ OF WELD RT _X
VISIBLEPITTING,NO _ _ IX - #DOE_ PlTrlN6__ PITTINGOF _ RT _X
NO PIT[IN6_T IX - _ PIT_ WITH LINIFORNCORROSION,_ _ _CAY AT _](
VISI_ PlTI'I.qB,NO _HE]_]4_ IX - _IB_'T PlTTI_ _ PlTTI_ OF _ RT _I
VISI mr PlTTIIM, _.l_rr _ RT IX - _ PlTrlN_t_ IMP, _ PlTTINIBOF MEIJ)RT _!
NO PlTI'II_ I_ _ RT 11 - tlllF'OIl_ COIBII_IOI_I_ PlTrI_ RT_l
4.3.2 After 251 days of beach exposure with 13
acid sprays, the specimens were returned to
the laboratory for analysis. The same
procedures were conducted to clean, weigh,
calculate, and observe the coupons. The
251-day data is shown in Table 22. A
graphical presentation of the corrosion rate
data is shown in Figure 9. Following the
251-day exposure cycle, the same four
materials displayed excellent corrosion
resistance and were clearly superior to the
remainder of the alloys. The same reduction
in corrosion rate phenomenon was experienced
as in the salt fog testing. This is
probably due to a reduction in pitting rates
over time as explained previously. The
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corrosion rates shown in Figure 9 display
the same cutoff as for the salt fo_ data,
except that the increase in corrosion rate
is not as pronounced. Between the Incoloy
G-3 and the Ferralium 255, there is only a 5
fold increase in corrosion rate. Since the
corrosion rates of Hastelloy C-22 and
Inconel 625 were not measurable, no
numerical comparison factor can be found
with respect to the other alloys. However,
these two alloys are clearly superior to the
stainless steel alloys in the beach
exposure/acid spray testing.
T_m.E ._
t_iJLTS OF 251 _ _ TO _ COm]SION SITE RJ@13 _ _]14 t_ _ HI]. - _lJlilm
®
_I'EIIIAI.,qRNE W6T LO6S(g}CORR. I_TTE{MPY) _N(5 - _RVRTIONO AT IX _ _!
INCONB.625 O.0000 O.O0(X)
_$_'m...l:I]YC-4 O.O(W)! O.O(W)9
_*_SXI{I.L_C-2_ 0._1 O.0009
ZII¢"DNI_ 70_ 0.0014 0.00,_0
:.NCO.0YG--3 0. 003_ 0.00?7
;ERRRLILIM_ 0.0139 O.03A3
ES 2205 0.0251 0, 0490
+ N 0,_ 0.0561
I_ _ O.O2M O,OfDI}O
sggokL 0.0c_$3 0.06a5
_!_ O._ O.!069
INCONEL600 O.0497 O.llk¢
9S31nl O.O566 O.13_
9530_. 0. 061_ 0.1_67
0._16 0.17_
I._6TELU_ i_. 0.10f_ 0._177
LM(_-J O.t074 O.
}I_!_, BI_I_T _ _T iX - NO PlTTI_, _0 CORRI_]ION_T _X
NO PlTTIN6__IBHT _ ;ITiX - NO PlTTIN6,NO WELD OEC.qY(ITWI
NO PII'TII,MIGHT _ _I II - NO PITTINO_T WI
NO PITTIN6,MIGHT 94EB4_T IX - VERY FEW _ PITS, NO WS.0 ':)E_YRT WI
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4.3.3
4.3.4
When the beach results are compared to the
salt fog results, many materials change
positions relative to each other. In
general, the materials at the top (Hastelloy
C-22 and Inconel 625) and at the bottom
(20Cb-3 and Monel 400) of each list remained
in their respective positions. However, the
standard stainless steel alloys such as
304L, 304LN, 316L, and 317L declined in
relative performance while the duplex
stainless alloys such as Ferralium 255,
7Mo+N, and ES 2205 improved in the rankings.
This was an interesting occurrence and could
be explained as follows. The main
difference between the two tests is oxygen
availability. While the specimens are in
the salt fog chamber, the surfaces are
continually wet, and this film of water
could reduce the oxygen available to the
metal surface. Since most corrosion
resistant alloys depend on oxide films on
their surface for protection, the suspicion
is that the salt fog conditions could be
hindering the formation of these protective
oxide films on the duplex stainless steels,
allowing accelerated corrosion to take
place. The beach data, in contrast to the
salt fog data, supports the electrochemical
findings in regard to the Ferralium 255.
The reasons for this are unclear but could
be due to the formation of the protective
oxide films.
For reasons stated earlier, composite welded
coupons were tested in conjunction with the
standard specimens to determine any
undesirable effects of the galvanic couple.
The composite specimens were cleaned in the
same manner before the examination. The
251-day beach exposure observations are
shown in Table 23. As can be seen from the
table, most specimens were suffering from
weld decay. The severity was generally less
than that observed in the salt fog testing,
but the results are similar in nature with
most of the attack concentrated on the 304L
stainless steel surfaces. As stated before,
coating of the weld area with the AR-7
material should reduce the galvanic effects
to a minimum.
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4.3.5
4.3.6
In conjunction with the salt fog testing,
duplicate U-bend stress corrosion cracking
specimens were exposed at the beach
corrosion test site to determine the stress
corrosion cracking susceptibility of the
candidate alloys. As of the time of this
report, none of the specimens exposed to the
naturally occurring conditions atthe beach
site have experienced failure. Exposure of
these specimens will continue, to determine
if any specimens will crack in the future.
By comparing results from the salt fog to
the beach testing, many differences have
been noted. The beach testing is still
considered the best judge of an alloy's
performance since it has naturally occurring
conditions that reflect the conditions
experienced at Launch Complex 39. However,
the accelerated testing does give insight
into which materials have a good chance of
performing well. In all the testing, by
electrochemical methods, salt fog/acid diP,
beach exposure/acid spray, and ferric
chloride immersion, the same materials are
at the top of the list. The Hastelloy C-22
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4.3.7
has displayed superior corrosion resistance
during all the testing• This work
concentrated on one specific environment
that contains sodium chloride and
hydrochloric acid. Since all these alloys
are very environment specific, altering that
environment even slightly may produce
extreme changes in alloy performance. Other
chemical environments such as high pH
(basic), stronger acids, other corrosives,
or high temperatures may cause failure of
the materials identified in this study.
When dealing with high performance corrosion
resistant alloys, thorough testing is an
absolute requirement for choosing the right
material for the job. The long term history
received from the continued beach testing
will be invaluable to completely
characterize alloy behavior.
Photos of some salt fog chamber and beach
exposure samples are shown in Appendix B.
These photos are representative of the types
and extent of corrosion experienced by the
candidate alloys. Photos are at about ix,
40x, and 500x. The alloys in the photos are
Hastelloy C-22, 304L, 316L, Monel 400, and
20Cb-3. The Hastelloy C-22 experienced no
corrosion. The Monel 400 samples show
uniform corrosion, and the other three
alloys show pitting corrosion.
4.4 FERRIC CHLORIDE IMMERSION
4.4.1 Results for the samples with an autogenous
weld are summarized in Table 24. Some
samples showed no signs of corrosion.
Others showed uniform corrosion, pitting
corrosion, weld decay, or corrosive attack
in the heat affected zone. Some
representative photos are shown in Figure
I0. Figure 10a, of Inconel 625, shows no
corrosion. The 316L in Figure 10b shows
severe pitting corrosion. Hastelloy B-2,
seen in Figure lOc, suffered uniform
corrosion, and the Inconel 825 sample of
Figure 10d shows severe pitting attack at
the weld and in the heat affected zone.
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TABLE 24 FERRIC CHLORIDE IMMERSION RESULTS
AUTOGEHOUS VELD SAMPLES
A_OY HOURS IMMERSED RESULTS
HASTELLOY C-4 912
HASTELLOY C-22 72
HASTELLOY C-276 912
HASTELLOY B-2 72
INCONEL 600 72
912IMCONEL 625
INCONEL 825 72
INCO 0-3 912
MONEL 400 72
ZIRCONIUM 702 72
SS 304L 72
SS 304LN 72
SS 316L 72
SS 317L 72
SS 904L 72
20 Cb-3 72
7No * N 72
KS 2205 72
FENRALIUN 255 72
No CORROSION
NO CORROSION
No CORSOSION
UNIFORM CORROSION
MODERATE PITTING
NO CORROSION
SEVERE PITTING IN
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
NO CORROSION
UNiPORK CORROSION
MODERATE PITTIMO
SEVERE PITTING
SEVERE PITTING
SEVERE PITTING
MILD PITTING AND
WELD DECAY
NO CORROSION
SEVERE PITTING IN
HEAT kFFECTED ZONE
WELD DECAY
WELD DECAY
NO CORROSION
..;_-
4.4.2 Results for the samples welded to 304L
stainless steel are given in Table 25. It
was not possible to obtain a sample of
Zirconium 702 welded to 304L; so Zirconium
702 does not appear in Table 25. The effect
of galvanic corrosion can be seen clearly by
noticing that the 304L part of each sample
suffered severe pitting corrosion. This can
be seen visually in Figure ii.
TAB '¢ 25 FERRIC CHLORIDE IMMERSION RESULTS
SAMPLES VELDED TO 304L STAINLESS
OBSERVATIONS ON
ALLOY CANDIDATE ALLOY
HASTELLOY C-4
HASTELLOY C-22
HASTELLOY C-276
HASTELLOY B-2
INCONEL 600
INCONEL &25
INCONEL 825
ZNCD 0-3
MONEL 400
NO CORROSION
NO CORROSION
NO CORROSION
UNIFORM CORROSION
UNIFORM CORROSION
NO CORROSION
NO CORROSION
NO CORROSION
UNIFORM CORROSION
OBSERVATIONS ON
ALLOY CANDIDATE ALLOY
...................................
SS 304LN SEVERE PITTING
SS 3166 SOME PITTING
SS 317L NO CORROSION
SS 904L NO CORROSION
20Cb-3 SLIUHT PITTING
7 Me * N NO CORROSION
ES 2205 gO CORROSION
FERRALIUM 255 NO CORROSION
MOTEt All easplem were timermH for 72 hours.
In each =tse, the 304L Frtio. of the |ample
Buffered ewvere pi%tlng.
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Figure 10 Photos After Ferric Chloride Immersion, 2.2x
a) Inconel 625 b) 316L
d) Inconel 825
OF.-:iG_NAt PAGE IS
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© Figure II Ferric Chloride Immersion - Galvanic Samples
a) 304L Welded to
Hastelloy C-276
<--- 304L
SeVere Pitting
qJ
r %.%% % : ...
<--- Hastelloy C-276
No Corrosion
:*!C]
b) 304L Welded to 904L
<--- 304L
Severe Pitting
<--- 904L
- No Corrosion
O'RIG|NAL PAG7- _S
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS
5.1 Several alloys were found that have superior
resistance to pitting and crevice corrosion,
compared to the 304L stainless steel that was
originally used for construction of convoluted
flexible joints.
5.2 Good agreement was found between all 4 of the
corrosion tests. In particular, the cyclic
polarization technique was found to give excellent
agreement with the beach exposure and salt fog
chamber results. This electrochemical method may
be used as a very quick way to evaluate alloys
before performing long term field exposure tests.
5.3 Using the conditions found at the Space Shuttle
launch site (high chloride content plus
hydrochloric acid), the most resistant alloys were
found to be, in order, Hastelloy C-22, Inconel 625,
Hastelloy C-276, Hastelloy C-4, and Inco Alloy G-3.
5.4 On the basis of corrosion resistance, combined with
weld and mechanical properties, Hastelloy C-22 was
determined to be the best material for construction
of flex hoses for use at the Space Shuttle launch
site.
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APPENDIX A
Corrosion Potential and Cyclic
Polarization Graphs
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Figure A1 Hastelloy C-4 Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaCl + 0.1N HCI
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Figure A2 Hastelloy C-4 Cyclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaCl + 0.1N HCI
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Figure A3 Hastelloy C-4 Corrosion Potential
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Figure A4 Hastelloy C-4 CYclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaCl + 1.0N HCI
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Figure A5 Hastelloy C-22 Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaCI + 0.1N HCI
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Figure A6 Hastelloy C-22 Cyclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaCl + 0.1N HCI
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Figure A7 Hastelloy C-22 Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaCl + 1.0N HCI
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Figure A8 Hastelloy C-22 Cyclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaCI + 1.0N HCI
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Figure A9 Hastelloy C-276 Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaCI + 0.IN HCI
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Hastelloy C-276 Cyclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaCl + 0.1N HCI
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Figure All Hastelloy C-276 Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaCI + 1.0N HCI
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Figure A12 Hastelloy C-276 Cyclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaCl + 1.0N HCI
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Figure A13 Hastelloy B-2 Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaCl + 0.1N HCI
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Figure A14 Hastelloy B-2 Cyclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaC1 + 0.1N HC1
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Figure AI5 Inconel 600 Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaCI + 0.1N HCI
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Figure AIB Inconel 600 Cyclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaCl + 0.1N HCI
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Figure A17 Inconel 625 Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaCl + 0.1N HCI
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Figure AI8 Inconel 625 Cyclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaCI + 0.1N HCI
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Figure A19 Inconel 625 Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaCI + 1.0N HCI
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Figure A20 Inconel 625 Cyclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaCl + 1.ON HC1
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Figure A21 Inconel 825 Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaCl + 0.1N HCI
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Figure A22 Inconel 825 Cyclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaCI + 0.1N HCI
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Figure A23 Inco G-3 Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaCl + 0.1N HCI
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Figure A24 Inco G-3 Cyclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaCl + O.IN HCI
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Figure A25 Inco G-3 Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaCI + 1.0N HCI
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Figure A26 Inco G-3 Cyclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaCl + 1.0N HCl
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Figure A27 Monel 400 Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaCI + O.IN HCI
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Figure A28 Monel 400 Cyclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaCl + 0.1N HCI
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Figure A29 Zirconium 702 Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaCI + 0.1N HCI
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Figure A30 Zirconium 702 Cyclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaCl + O.IN HCI
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Figure A31 304L Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaCI + 0.1N HCI
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Figure A33 304L Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaCI + 1.0N HCI
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Figure A34 304L Cyclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaCI + 1.0N HCI
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Figure A35 304LN Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaCI + 0.1N HCf
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Figure A36 304LN Cyclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaCI + 0.1N HCl
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Figure A37 316L Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaCl + 0.1N HCI
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Figure A38 316L Cyclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaCI + 0.1N HCI
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Figure A39 317L Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaCl + 0.1N HCI
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Figure A40 317L Cyclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaCl + 0.1N HCI
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Figure A41 904L Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaCl + 0.1N HCI
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Figure A42 904L Cyclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaCl + 0.1N HCI
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Figure A43 904L Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaC1 + 1.0N HC1
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Figure A44 904L Cyclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaCl + 1.0N HCI
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Figure A45 20 Cb-3 Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaCI + 0.1N HCI
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Figure A46 20 Cb-3 Cyclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaCI + O.IN HCI
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Figure A47 7Mo+N Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaCI + 0.1N HCI
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Figure A48 7Mo+N Cyclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaC1 + 0.1N HC1
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Figure A49 7Mo+N Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaCI + 1.0N HCI
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7Mo+N Cyclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaCl + 1.0N HCI
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Figure A5 1 ES 2205 Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaCl + 0.1N HCl
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Figure A52 ES 2205 Cyclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaCI + 0.1N HCl
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Figure A53 ES 2205 Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaCI + 1.ON HCI
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Figure A54 ES 2205 Cyclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaCl + 1.ON HCI
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Figure A55 Ferralium 255 Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaCl + O.IN HCI
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Figure A56 Ferralium 255 Cyclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaC1 + O.1N HC1
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Figure A57 Ferralium 255 Corrosion Potential
in Aerated 3.55% NaC1 + 1.0N HC1
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Figure A58 Ferralium 255 Cyclic Polarization
in Aerated 3.55% NaCI + 1.0N HCI
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APPENDIX B
Salt Fog and Beach Exposure
Sample Photos
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Figure B1
41.7x
Hastelloy C-22 After 20-Week Salt
Fog Exposure and 20 Acid Dips
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Figure B2
40.7x
Hastelloy C-22 After 251-Day Beach
Exposure and 13 Acid Sprays
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Figure B3
40.7x
304L After 20-Week Salt
Fog Exposure and 20 Acid Dips
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Figure B4
38.3x
304L After 251-Day Beach
Exposure and 13 Acid Sprays
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Figure B5
40.7x
316L After 20-Week Salt
Fog Exposure and 20 Acid Dips
IX
Figure B6
39.0x
316L After 251-Day Beach
Exposure and 13 Acid Sprays
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Figure B7
41.7x
Monel 400 After 20-Week Salt
Fog Exposure and 20 Acid Dips
1x
Figure B8
39.9x
Monel 400 After 251-Day Beach
Exposure and 13 Acid Sprays
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Figure B9
41.4x
20 Cb-3 After 20-Week Salt
Fog Exposure and 20 Acid Dips
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Figure BIO
39.9x
20 Cb-3 After 251-Day Beach
Exposure and 13 Acid Sprays
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Figure Bll Haste!loy C-22 After 20-Week Salt
Fog Exposure and 20 Acid Dips, 499x
Figure B12 Hastelloy C-22 After 251-Day Beach
Exposure and 13 Acid Sprays, 501x
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Figure BI3 304L After 20-Week Salt
Fog Exposure and 20 Acid Dips, 507x
Figure BI4 304L After 251-Day Beach
Exposure and 13 Acid Sprays, 507x
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Figure BI5 316L After 20-Week Salt
Fog Exposure and 20 Acid Dips, 497x
Figure BI6 316L After 251-Day Beach
Exposure and 13 Acid Sprays, 497x
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Figure BI7 Monel 400 After 20-Week Salt
Fog Exposure and 20 Acid Dips, 493x
Figure B18 Monel 400 After 251-Day Beach
Exposure and 13 Acid Sprays, 493x
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Figure BI9 20 Cb-3 After 20-Week Salt
Fog Exposure and 20 Acid Dips, 477x
Figure B20 20 Cb-3 After 251-Day Beach
Exposure and 13 Acid Sprays, 508x
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